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Introduction 

This paper ~S a survey on recent theoretical results on attribute grammars (AG). 

In particular we consider multi-pass AG (both left-to-right and alternating), multi- 

sweep, and multi-visit AG, and for each of them we distinguish two types: the pure 

and the simple type. This gives rise to eight different classes of AG which are 

defined in section I by means 6f attribute-evaluation routines. The routines defining 

the pure classes are nondeterministic and, by making them deterministic, those 

characterizing the simple classes are obtained. Tn section 2 we consider the time 

complexity of deciding, for each of the eight classes, whether an arbitrary AG 

belongs to it. In particular, the decision problems for the simple classes are 

either polynomial-time or NP-complete. In section 3 a comparison of the formal power 

of the classes is made: 

(i) corresponding pure and simple classes have the same power, 

(ii) the formal power increases in this order: passes, alternating passes, sweeps, 

and visits, 

(iii) the number of passes (alternating passes, sweeps, and visits) gives rise to a 

proper hierarchy. 

In this paper no full proofs of the new results are given: those concerning 

simple multi-visit and pure multi-pass AG can be found in [EF2] and [EF3], respecti- 

vely. The references for the other results are as follows. The simple multi-pass 

and alternating pass AG were introduced in [Bo] and [JW], respectively, and are 

studied also in [AI, RU]. The notion of sweep was considered in [Ma, Pa, EFI] and 

simple multi-sweep AG were defined in [Pa]. The notion of simple multi-visit AG is 

based on ideas in [Ka 1,2]. The idea of distinguishing between pure and simple 

classes originates from JAIl, where the pure multi-pass/alternating pass AG are 

considered. The pure multi-visit (and pass) AG are studied in [Ri, RS]. 

Terminology 

We assume the concept of attribute grar~nar (AG) as known and give simply some 

useful terminolQgy. 

The set of attributes of nonterminal X is A(X), where the inherited and the synthe- 

sized subsets are I(X) and S(X), respectively. We say that an attribute b depends on 

attribute a in a production p if there is a semantic rule of p defining b and using 

a as an argument. In each production p of the form X 0 ÷ w0Xlwl...Wn_iXnWn, the seman- 

tic rules define all and only the attributes in S(X0) and I(X.) using as arguments 
l 
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r B only attributes in I(X O) and S(Xi), i e [l~n], (see also L o]). The production-graph 

of a production p is a graph having as nodes the attributes of the nonterminals of p 

and in which there is an edge from a to b iff b depends on a in p. The derivation 

tree-graph of a derivation tree t is obtained by pasting together, in the appropriate 

way, the production-graphs of the productions used in t. An AG G is noncircular if 

no derivation tree-graph of a tree of G contains a cycle, [Kn]. We recall briefly 

the definitions of left-to-right one-pass AG (L-AG), [Bo], right-to-left one-pass AG; 

(R-AG), [JW], and that of one-visit AG lEFt]. 

(i) An AG G is L (R) iff in all its production-graphs there are no dependencies which 

go from right to left (left to right). 

(ii) An AG G is one-visit iff for each production X 0 ÷ W0XlWl...Wn_iXnWn, there is 

an ordering Xil,...,Xin of the nonterminals x1,...,x n such that, for each 

j £ It,n], the attributes of Xij depend only on attributes of nonterminals Xik 

with k < j. 

i. Eight classes of attribute grammars 

In this section we define eight classes of AG, each of them by means of a 

particular attribute-evaluation strategy which can be used for every AG belonging to 

that class. The strategies are defined by way of programs in order to avoid more 

precise, but complicated, theoretical definitions. In the deterministic cases the 

programs are also used as practical attribute evaluation algorithms. First we stress 

that we consider only tree-walking evaluation strategies and, to make this idea more 

precise, in Fig. i we describe, by meam~s of a nondeterministic recursive routine, 

the general form of a tree-walking strategy. 

N(ondeterministic)-strategy-V 

proc V-evaluate (X0); node X0; 

{Let X 0 ÷ w0Xlwl...Wn_iXnW n be the production applied to X 0} 

i. begin c(X 0) := c(X0) + i; 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

end; 

{Main program} begin while c(root) < k 0 do V-evaluate (root) 

compute some inherited attributes of X0; 

guess a sequence v = <v(1) ..... v(m)>, such that m Z 0 and for each 

i 6 [l,m], v(i) e [l,n]; 

for i := i to m do 

V-evaluate (Xv(i)); 

compute ~ome synthesized attributes of X 0 

end 

Figure I. General tree-walking attribute-evaluation strategy. 

Let t be a derivation tree of an AG G and assign to each nonterminal node X of t a 

counter c(X), initially set to 0. If the routine V-evaluate is called with the root 
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of t as parameter, the effect of any possible computation is the evaluation of some 

attributes of t. At the end the counter c(X), of any node X of t, will contain the 

number of calls V-evaluate(X) which have been executed, or, in o~her words, how many 

visits have been paid to the subtree rooted in X, during the computation. Observe 

that the routine V-evaluate is nondeterministic in two ways: 

Nondeterminism of type a: at each visit to a node X 0, it can choose which attributes 

of X 0 to evaluate (lines 2 and 6). 

Nondeterminism of type b: it guesses in which order to visit the sons of X0, i.e., 

it guesses v = <v(1),...,v(m)>, which we call a visit-sequence (cfr. line 3). 

The first class of AG we define is that of pure multi-visit AG which uses the 

full power of N-strategy-V. An AG G is pure k-visit iff, for each derivation tree t 

of G, there is a possible computation of N-strategy-V on t which computes all attri- 

butes of t and such that for no node X of t the counter c(X) becomes larger than k 

(in particular, k 0 ~ k). An AG is pure multi-visit if it is pure k-visit for some 

k ~ I. In ERS] it has been proven that every noncircular AG G is pure k-visit for 

some k. In fact, if nonterminal X has n attributes, then at most n visits to X (i.e. 

calls of V-evaluate(X)) are necessary. 

The remainder of the section consists of two parts. First we restrict the nondeter- 

minism of type b in N-strategy-V obtaining three other nondeterministic strategies 

(N-strategies-S, A, and P). Secondly, by making these four strategies deterministic 

(eliminating the remaining nondeterminism of type b and all nondeterminism of type a) 

we obtain D-strategies-V, S, A, and P. Let Y ( {visit, sweep, alter, pass, pass}. 

The nondeterministic strategies define the classes of pure multi-Y AG, whereas the 

determinist£c ones define the classes of simple multi-Y AG. Considering that the 

second strategies are obtained restricting the first ones, it is obvious that simple 

multi-Y AG ~ pure multi-Y AG. 

Restricting nondeterminism of type b 

We modify the routine V-evaluate of Fig. i so as to obtain from it three routi- 

nes, S-, R-, and L-evaluate which we will use later for defining N-strategies-S, A, 

and P. The changes of V-evaluate are as follows:eliminate line i and restrict the 

guess of the visit-sequence v = <v(1),...,v(n)~ of line 3 in one of the following 

ways: 

(i) for S-evaluate : the visit-sequence must be a permutation of the sequence 

i ..... n, i.e. v = <v(1) ..... v(n)>, where for each i { If,hi, v(i) { [l,n] and 

for j { If,hi and j # i, v(j) # v(i), 

~ii) for R-evaluate: the visit sequence can be only v R = <n, .... i>, 

(iii) for L-evaluate : the visit-sequence can be only v L = <I ..... n>. 

The routine S-evaluate, when called with the root of a derivation tree t as argument, 

visits each node of t exactly once.We call such a walk through t a sweep. The routi- 

nes R-, andL-evaluate are particular cases of S-evaluate: they perform sweeps through 

t such that t is visited in a depth-first fashion from right-to-left or left-to-right, 
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respectively. Such sweeps we call a right-to-left (R-) and a left-to-right (L-) pass, 

respectively. 

N-strategy-S. {Main program} begin for c := i to k do S-evaluate(root) end. 

N-strategy-A. Fix some M = <M 1 ..... Mk> , where M i £ {L,R}, for each i 6 [l,k~. 

{Main program} begin for c := i to k do M -evaluate(root) end. 
c ..... 

N-strategy-P. {Main program} begin for c := i to k do L-evaluate(root) end. 

Note that the alternating passes need not really alternate between L and R passes, 

as defined in [JW]~ but in M we allow a free sequence of L's and R's for the k-passes. 

It is easy to see that for both cases the concepts of pure multi-alternating pass are 

the same, but the concepts of pure k-alternating pass are, in general, different. 

The classes of AG corresponding to the above three nondeter~inistic strategies 

are defined as follows. An AG G is pure k-sweep (alternating. pass, pass) iff all 

attributes of any derivation tree t of G can be evaluated by a possible computation 

of N-strategy-S (A, P, respectively). An AG is pure multi-sweep (alternating pass, 

pass) if it is pure k-sweep (alternating pass, pass) for some k > 0. 

Note that for any possible computation of N-strategy-S on a tree t (N-strategies-A, 

and P are particular cases) the variable c of the loop in the main program plays the 

role of the counters at each node of t (in N-strategy-V). This is the reason for 

eliminating line i of V-evaluate in constructing S-, R-, and L-evaluate. 

Eliminatin~. all nondeterminis m 

Nondeterminism of type a is eliminated from all four N-strategies by fixing a 

X 0 X0 partition A 1 ,...,~(X0 ) of the attributes of each nonterminal X 0, and changing the 

four strategies in such a way that in the j-th visit to X0, j e [1,k(X0)], all attri- 

butes of A~ 0 are evaluated instead of some attributes of X 0 (cfr. lines 2 and 6 of 
J 

V-evaluate, Fig. I). Eliminating nondeterminism of type a makes N-strategies-A and 

P deterministic, but, for N-strategies-V and S we must take care also of the type b 

nondeterminism as follows. For each production X 0 ÷ w0XlWl...Wn_IXnWn and 

• = <v. (i) ..... vj(mj)>, j E [l,k(X0)], we fix, (i) for N-strategy-V, a visit-sequence v 3 J 

where mj Z 0 and, for each i e [l,mj], vj(i) 6 [l,n]; (ii) for N-strategy-S a visit- 

sequence v. = <v(1),...,v(n)>, which is a permuta~ihn of the sequence l,...,n. Then, 
3 

we change V- and S-evaluate in such a way that, when visiting X 0 for the j-th time, 

the nonterminals x I , .... X n are visited according to the visit-sequence vj. 

We now define the classes of simple multi-Y AG (Y £ {visit, sweep, alter, pass, 

pass}), by means of D-strategies-V,S,A, and P, respectively. 

An AG G is simple k-visit iff, (a),for each nonterminal X of G there is a partition 

x A '''''~(X) of its attributes, where k(X) _< k; (b) for each production 
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X 0 + w0Xlw I ..... Wn_IXnWn of G and j ~ [l,k(X0)] there is a visit-sequence 

v 9 = <v.(1),g .... vj(mj)> as in point (i) above; such that D-strategy-V, described 

below, using the partitions of (a) and the visit-sequences of (b) evaluates all attri- 

butes of any derivation tree of G. 

D-strategy-V 

proc sV-evaluate (X0); node X0; 

{Let X 0 + w0XlWl...Wn_iXnW n be the production applied to X0} 

I. begin c(X 0) := c(X 0) + i; let c = o(X ); 

2. compute the inherited attributes in AX0; 
c 

__ __ __ has length m t} 3. for i := I to m c do {the visit-sequence v c 

4. -sV-evaluate (Xvc(i)); 
X 0 

5. compute the synthesized attributed in A 
c 

end 

{Main program} begin while c(root) < k(root) do sV-evaluate(root); end 

Note that in sV-evaluate the value of c(X 0) is not allowed to become larger than 

k(X0). The class of simple multi-visit AG is inside that of absolutely noncircular 

AG (ANC-AG) [KW3. The concept of plan used in the attribute evaluation algorithm 

for ANC-AG is very close to the attribute partitions and the visit-sequences needed 

in D-strategy-V, but the algorithm for ANC-AG, in order to decide which plan to use, 

needs to store more information at each node than just the visit number (cfr. [EF2, 

Ka2~). 

AS we did before with V-evaluate, we transform now sV-evaluate in order to 

obtain three routines, sS-, sR-, and sL-evaluate which we will use later for defining 

D-strategies-S, A, and P. 

These are the changes on sV-evaluate: (a) eliminate line i; (b) line 3 becomes, 

for i := i to n do ; (c) line 4 becomes: 

(i) for sS-evaluate: sS-evaluate (Xvc(i)), where Vc is a permutation of l,...~n 

and c is the global counter of the main program, 

(ii) for sR- and sL-evaluate: sR-evaluate(XvR(i)) and sL-evaluate(XvL(i)), res- 

pectively, where v R and v L are the visit-sequences v R = <n,...,l> and 

v L = <l,,..,n>. 

An AG G is simple k-sweep iff (a) for each nonterminal X there is a partition 

X ~ of the attributes of X; (b) for each production X 0 ÷ w0Xlwl...Wn_iXnW n of AI,.-., 

G and j ~ [l,k], there is a visit-sequence vj = <v(1)3 ,. ..,vj(n)>, which is a 

permutation of the sequence i .... ,n; such that D-strategy-S, described below, using 

the partitions of (a) and the visit-sequences of (b), evaluates all attributes of any 

derivation txee of G. 

D-strategy-S. {Main program} begin for c := i to k do sS-evaluate (root) end 
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Observation I.io Consider the two nondeterministic strategies we would obtain from 

N-strategies-V "and S eliminating type a nondeterminism from them, like we have just 

done, but keeping type b nondeterminism. Call them V I and SI, respectively. It is 

proved in [EF2] that the class of AG characterized by V l is still the class of simple 

multi-visit AG. It is possible to prove that also S 1 defines the class of simple 

multi-sweep AG (efr. [EFI] for the one-sweep case). This implies that what is really 

important, in going from ptfre to simple classesr is eliminating nondeterminism of 

type a. 

An AG G is simple k-alternating pass iff there exists a sequence M = <M 1 .... ,Mk>, 

{L,R}, and a partition A~ ..,A~ of the attributes of each nonterminal X where M, 6 l t. 

of G such that D-strategy-A, described below, using this sequence M and these par- 

titions, evaluates all attributes of any derivation tree of G. 

D-strategy-A. {Main program} begin for c := i to k do SMc-evaluate (root) end 

An AG G is simple k-pass iff for each nonterminal x there is a partition 

X X 
AI,...,~ ~ of its attributes such that D-strategy-P, which is as follows: 

{Main program} begin for c := i to k do sL-evaluate (root) end 

evaluates all attributes of any derivation tree of G. 

As in the pure case, an AG is simple multi-visit (sweep, alter, pass, pass) if 

it is simple k-visit [sweep, alter, pass, pass) for some k > 0. 

Note that pure l-pass = simple l-pass = L-AG, that pure l-alter.pass = simple l- 

alter.pass = L-AG U R-AG, and that pure l-visit = pure l-sweep = simple l-visit = 

= simple l-sweep = one-visit AG (cfr. Observation i.i). 

2. Time-complexity 

In this section, for each of the eight classes defined in part i, we will con- 

sider the time-complexity of the following three problems. Let Y ~ {visit, sweep, 

alternating pass, pass}. 

Problem I. Decide whether any given AG is pure/simple multi-Y. 

Problem 2. Decide for a fixed k > 0, whether any given AG is pure/simple k-Y. 

Problem 3. Decide whether, given an AG G and an integer k > 0, G is pure/simple k-Y. 

Note that Problem 3 is closely related to the following optimization problem. 

Problem 4. Find, for a given pure/simple multi-Y AG G, the smallest k such that G is 

pure/simple k-Y. Actually, the results about Problem 3 in both tables of Fig. 2 also 

hold for Problem 4. (Problems 3 and 4 can be reduced to each other). 

The results of Fig. 2 concerning simple multi-pass, simple multi-alternating pass 

and pure multi-visit are (or can be derived) from [Bo], [JW, RU~ and [RS], respecti- 

vely. The other results are ours. Those about pure multi-pass/alternating pass/sweep 

are or can be obtained from [EFI,3]. The results about simple multi-sweep/visit 
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Table i. Simple classes. 

simple 

multi- 

pa~s 

alter, t 
pass 1 

k 

sweep 

visit 

Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 

polynomial polynomial 

(2) (2~ 

polynomial NP-complete 

(3) (6) 

NP-complete 

/ 
NP-complete 

(1) 

(4) 

NP-complete for 

k~2, for k=1 
polynomial (5) 

NP-complete for 
ka2, for k=l 

polynomial (4) 
NP-complete 

Table 2. Pure classes. 

pure 

multi- 

pass 

alter. 

pass 

sweep 

visit 

Problem i Problem 2 Problem 3 

exponential 

lower and 

upper bounds 

I 

L S 
9 (i){ 

exponential I 
lower bound I 
decidable? (11i 

trivial assuming 

noncircularity 

(:3) i 

. J  

(1) 

(2) 

.S 

(5) 

(4) 

(2) 

Figure 2. Time-complexity of Problems i, 2 and 3 for the eight classes of AG we are 

studying. The number at the bottom-right corner of each box indicates 

where the corresponding result is explained in the remainder of the sec ~ 

tion. 

are new. We start by considering table i of Fig. 2. 

Table i: Simple classes. 

Result I. We show in one stroke that Problem i is polynomial for simple multi- 

pass/alter.pass/sweep. Actually we prove a more general result which applies to all 

those AG which can be called simple muiti-Yphase, where Y is some class of AG. We 

need first some terminology and then we define precisely what a simple multi-~hase 

AG is. 

For an AG G, we denote by A G the set of all attributes of G. The simple dependency 

graph of G (sdg(G)), see [AI, RU]~ is the graph whose nodes are the attributes in 
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A G and in which there is an edge from node a to node b iff attribute b depends on 

attribute a in some production of G. Observe that, by considering all the strongly 

connected compongnts of sdg(G), we define a partition of the attributes of G. We call 

this the strong partition of the attributes of G. 

For B ~ A G, the subgrammar G B of G is the AG defined as follows: (a) G B has the same 

underlying CFG as G; (b) the attributes of any nonterminal X in G B are those attri- 

butes of X in G which are in B; (c) the semantic rules in G B of any production 

p: X 0+: w0Xlwl...Wn_IXnWn, are those semantic rules of p in G which define those 

attributes of S(X 0) and I(Xi) which are also in B, i E [l,n]. If some of these 

semantic rules of p in G use as arguments attributes which are not in B, then these 

arguments are changed into appropriate constants (cfr. [Ri]). 

Definition 2.1. Let Y be a class of AG. An AG G is simple k-Yphase iff there is 

a partition BI,...,B k of the attributes of G such that: 

(I) the subgrammar GBi is in Y; 

(2) let p~ase(a) = i iff attribute a ~ Bi; if attribute b depends on attribute a in 

some production of G, then phase(a) S phase(b). 

D 

Intuitively this means that for simple k-Yphase AG there is an attribute-evaluation 

strategy which consists of k consecutive applications of the strategy for the class Y. 

In the following Theorem, which generalizes results of [AI,RU] about simple multi- 

pass/alter.pass AG, we show that Problem I can be solved for simple multi-Yphase AG. 

Theorem 2.1. Let Y be a class of AG closed under the operation of taking sub- 

grammars. An AG G is simple multi-Yphase°iff GAi ~ Y for all i ~ [I,m3, where 

AI,...,A m is the strong partition of the attributes of G. 

Proof: => Assume that G is simple multi-Yphase. Then there is a partition 

BI,..,B k of the attributes of G satisfying Definition 2.1. Definition 2.1~2) implies 

that all attributes in a strongly connected component of sdg(G) must have the same 

phase number, i.e. for every i ~ [l,m] there is a j ~ [1,k] such that A. c B.. 
' i -- 3 

Hence because GBj £ Y by Definition 2.1(I), also GAi E Y (Y is closed under taking 

subgrammars). 

<~ There is at least one erdering Ail,...,Aim of the elements AI,...,A m of the 

strong partition of G such that, if an attribute in Aij depends (in some production 

of G) on an attribute in Aik, then k < j. Now, let Bj = Aij for all j ~ [l,m]. This 

partition satisfies Definition 2.1. 

D 

Corollary 2.1. Let Ty(n) ~ n be the time taken for deciding whether an AG G of 

size n is in the class Y. The time for deciding whether any given AG G of size m 

is simple multi-Yphase is bounded by p(Ty(m)), where p is a polynomial. 
N 
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Corollary 2.2. The time complexity of Problem 1 for simple multi-pass/alter. 

pass/sweep AG is polynomial. 

Proof: It is easy to see from their D-strategies that these ~hree classes are simple 

multi-Yphase, where Y is the class of L-, L- or R-, and one-visit AG, respectively. 

Note also that these classes are closed under the operation of taking subgrammars 

and that Problem i can be decided in polynomial time for them (cfr. [Bo, JW, EFI], 

respectively). 

Result 2. The fact that, for the class of simple multi-pass AG, Problems 2 and 

3 are also polynomial, is immediate from the existence of a polynomial algorithm 

which finds the optimal pass-assignment to the attributes of any AG in this class, 

[Bo, All. 

Result 3. Problem 2 can be decided in polynomial time for simple multi-alter. 

pass AG in the following way: let k be the constant and G any AG; (i) consider all 

possible sequences M = <MI,...,Mk>, where each Ml is either L or R, there are 2 k 

such sequences, (ii) it is possible, with an algorithm similar to those in [Bo, JW, 

All, to test in polynomial time whether one such sequence works (cfr. D-strategy-A). 

Result 4, 5, and 6. First we show that all six problems are in NP with a simi- 

lar argument. This is because deciding each instance of these problems, for a given 

AG G, can be done, roughly, (I) by guessing a partition of the attributes of each 

nonterminal of G, and (2) by testing whether it satisfies the necessary conditions. 

Operation ~i) for Problems 2 and 3 takes polynomial time because the k specified in 

the problems gives a bound on the number of elements of the partitions to be guessed. 

In [EF2] it is proved that a similar bound exists also for Problem i in case of 

simple multi-visit AG. For passes and sweeps, operation (2) takes polynomial time 

because it takes polynomial time to decide whether a given partition satisfies 

conditions (i) and (2) of Definition 2.1. A polynomial test exists also for simple 

multi-visit AG, [EF2]. 

Result 4. Problems i, 2 and 3 are NP-hard for simple multi-visit AG. This can be 

shown by proving that, for each instance of a boolean formula F, it is possible to 

construct an AG G F such that, G F is simple multi-visit--> F is satisfiable => G F 

is simple 2-visit [EF2]. 

Resulh 5. Problems 2 and 3 are NP-hard for simple multi-sweep AG. This result 

is shown by reducing the k-colorability problem (for fixed k ~ 3) to Problem 2, 

also for k a 3 (the case k = 2 needs a different proof). The idea of the reduction 

is as follows. In the k-colorability problem two nodes which are connected cannot 

have the same color. It is possible to construct in polynomial time, for any given 

undirected graph H, an AG G such that in the sdg(G) there is one strongly connected 

component A for each node n of H and, furthermore, there is an edge (n, n') in H 
n 

iff the subgrammar GAnU~n, of G (corresponding to the attributes in AnUAn,) is not 

one-visit. 

Result 6. Problem 3 is NP-hard for simple multi-alter.pass AG. The proof [RU] 

consists of reducing the shortest common supersequence problem to this problem. 
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Table 2: Pure classes. 

Result I. The exponential lower and upper bounds for Problem i in the case of 

pure multi-pass AG have already been stated in [EFI]. Both these results can be 

extended to pure multi-alter.pass AG, whereas only the first can be extended to pure 

multi-sweep AG for which we do not know yet any algorithm for deciding Problem i. 

In [EFI] we also mentioned that Problem 2 for pure multi-pass AG was polynomial. 

That the same holds also for pure multi-alter.pass AG is shown similarly. 

Result 2. Problem 3 for pure multi-pass/alter.pass AG is shown to be decidable 

in [EF3] and a decision method for Problems 2 and 3 for pure multi-visit AG is given 

in [RS] . Here we describe a uniform decision method for all Problems 2 and 3. Let 

dt(G) denote the set of derivation trees of an AG G. 

Lemma 2.1. Let Z • {visit, sweep, alter.pass, pass}and let G be an AG. It is 

possible to construct, for any k > 0 (and in case Z = alter.pass, for a sequence of k 

L's and R's), an AG G' which is simple k-Z and such that, for some projection ~ : 

nonterminals of G' ÷ nonterminals of G, ~(dt(G')) = S k, where S k is the set of 

those derivation trees t of G such that there is a computation of N-strategy-Z on t 

which evaluates all the attributes of t and performs k Z's. 

Proof: We only consider the case Z { {sweep, alter.pass, pass} . For Z : visit a 

similar proof can be given. The intuition behind the construction is as follows. 

Consider a derivation tree t of G such that all its attributes can be evaluated 

through a computation ~ of N-strategy-Z on t which performs k Z's. Relabel each node 

X of t with (X,par x) where par x 
X X 

, is the partition A i ..... A k of the attributes of X 

such that the attributes in each A~ have been evaluated during the i-th visit of 
1 

to X. Let t' be the so obtained tree, and let production p : X 0 ÷ w0Xlwl...Wn_iXnW n 
X X 

of t correspond in ~ to p': (~Q,par 0) ÷ w0(Xl,pa r i) wl...Wn_l(Xn,parXn)wn. Assume 

that each nonterminal (Xj,par 3) of p' has the same attributes as X.] of p and that 

p' has the same semantic rules as p, apart from the renaming of the nonterminals. If 

we consider p' as the only production ~f an AG and we use Definition 2.1 for it, 
X 0 Xn 

then, the partition of all attributes of p' determined by par ,...,par , satis- 

fies conditions (I) and (2) of Definition 2.1, where Y is L, L or R, one-visit if Z 

is pass, alter.pass, sweep, respectively. This is because the partitions 
X 0 X n 

par ,...,par originate from the actual k-Z computation ~. We say that p' is a 

simple k-Yphase production. 

The construction of G' from G is as follows. 

(I) G' has nonterminals (X,par x) where X is a nonterminal of G and par X a partition 

of the attributes of X. 

(2) For each production p : X 0 ÷ w0Xlwl...w X w of G, G' has all the productions 
X0 Xl n-ixn n 

p' : (X0,par ) ÷ w0(Xl,par )wl...Wn_l(Xn,par n)w n which are simple k-Yphase pro- 

ductions with the indicated partitions. The semantic rules of p' are obtained from 

those of p by the appropriate renaming of the nonterminals. 
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Condition (2) with Y equal to L, L or R, one visit, guarantees that G' is 

simple multi-pass~alter.pass~sweep, respectively. The above intuition should be 

sufficient to see that [(dt(G')) : S k, where ~ simplymaps each (X,par x) of G' into 

X of G.  

TO decide whether an AG G is pure k-Z (Z £ {visit,sweep,alter.pass,pass}) use 

Lemma 2.1 to construct from G the AG G' which is simple k-Z, and test whether 

K(dt(G')) : dt(G). By Le~na 2.1 the answer is yes iff G is pure k-Z. It is well 

known that such questions on derivation trees of CFG's are decidable [Th]. Note 

that in case Z : alternating pass, we must do the two operations above for all se- 

quences of k L's and R's (for each of them tlnere is a G'). G is pure k-alter.pass 

iff at least for one such sequence the answer of the above test is positive. 

Result 3. In [RS] it has been shown (see also section I) that all noncircular 

AGarepure k-visit for some k > 0. Therefore testing whether an AG is pure multi- 

visit (Problem i) is trivial if we know it to be noncircular, otherwise it is 

sufficient to test whether G is noncircular, which takes exponential time [JOR]. 

3. Formal power 

In this section we investigate the relative formal power of all considered 

classes of AG (see also [Ri, RS]). Two concepts are at the basis of such a compari- 

son: (i) that of translaLion defined by an AG, by means of which we can measure 

the formal power of a class of AG; (ii) that of semantic domain of an AG, which we 

use in order to compare only AG with the same operations in the semantic rules. 

This is needed because, with unrestricted operations in their semantic rules, even 

AG with only synthesized attributes are as powerful as Turing Machines. The precise 

definitions are as follows. 

A Semantic domain D is a collection of sets together with a collection of 

operations defined on these sets. We say that an AG G is over D if its sets of 

attribute values are taken from D, and its semantic rules use operations from D 

only. 

For a (noncireular) AG G and a derivation tree t of G, mG(t) denotes the 

value of a designated attribute of the root of t. The translation T G defined by G 

is {(w,v) I w is the yield of t and v : mG(t) , for some derivation tree t of G}. 

For a class Y of AG and a semantic domain D, T(Y,D) = {T G I G ~ Y, G is ever D} 

is the class of Y-translations over D. 

For classes Y and Z of AG, Y has less or equal power than Z (denoted by Y ~ Z) iff 

for every semantic domain D, T(Y,D) ~ T(Z,D). Similarly, Y and Z have the same 

power if their classes of translations are equal over every semantic domain. 

Our first result is that corresponding pure and simple classes have the same 

power. 
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Theorem 3.1. Let k > 0 and Y c {visit,sweep,alter.pass,pass}. The classes of 

pure k-Y AG and simple k-Y AG have the same power. 

Proof. We have to show that, on every semantic domain D, T(pure k-Y,D) ~ T(simple 

k-Y,D). This follows directly from Lemma 2.1: if G is pure k-Y, then the produced 

simple k-Y AG G' is such that ~(dt(G')) = dt(G). Hence, because the semantics are 

the same, TG, = T G. 

D 

Our second result compares the power of visits, sweeps, alter.passes, and passes, 

and considers the influence on power of increasing k. Denote, for k > 0, by kV, kS, kA 

and kP the classes of (pure and simple) k-visit, K-sweep, k-alter.pass and k-pass AG, 

respectively; denote by mV, mS, mA and mP the corresponding "multi-classes". Note 

that mY has the same power as the class of all AG. (Note that then the same holds 

for the absolutely noncircular AG [KW]). 

Theorem 3.2. The "power diagram" of Fig. 3 is correct, in the sense that an 

ascending line from Y to Z means that Y s Z but not Z S Y, whereas, if Y and Z are 

unconnected, it means that they are incomparable with respect to S. 

Let us sketch the proof of the theorem. The S-inclusions in Fig. 3 are obvious from 

the definitions. To show all incomparabilities and proper inclusions it suffices to 

prove that the following four statements do not hold. 

(1) (k+l) P S kV, for any k ~ i, 

(2) IA S mp, 

(3) is s ma, 

(4) 2V ~ mS. 

Now, to prove that not Y S Z, we define the semantic domain STR and prove that not 

T(Y,STR) ~ T(Z,STR). The semantic domain STR contains one set, viz. the set of all 

strings over alphabet {0,i,~}, and contains an operation fv on this set for every 

v e {0,i,~}*, viz. fv(U) = uv, for every u ~ {0,I,~}* , i.e., right-concatenation. 

Note that, for an AG G over STR, T G translates strings into strings. 

Thus we have to prove that, over the semantic domain STR, 

(i) there is a (k+l)-pass translation which is not k-visit, 

(2) there is a l-alternating pass translation which is not multi-pass, 

(3) there is a l-sweep translation which is not multf-alternating pass, 

(4) there is a 2-visit translation which is not multi-sweep. 

Let L 0 be a nonregular, context-free language over alphabet {0,i}. The examples 

we use to prove (1) to (4) are the translations (i) to (4) described below (u R de- 

notes the reverse of u). 
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kV 

/ \  
/ / 

2V . .  ' 

\ /  
2S 

/k/ 
IV=IS ~A " 

IA 2P 

IP  

mV 

/ \  
• m S  

/ /\ 
(k+l)V .• mA 

/\/ / 
(k+l)S .' 

/ \ /  
P 

kS (k+1)A 

\/\/ 
kA (k+l)P 

/ \ /  
kP 

/ 

mP 

/ 

Figure 3. The formal power of visit, sweeps, and passes. 

(i) {<%hU~:V~, ~ (U~-V~) k+l> I U,V ~ L 0} 
R R R > - 

(2) {<~#ul~ u2#''--%~Un##, ~ Un~-o-~u2~ul~ I n > i, u i ~ L 0} 

(3) {<~Ul~Vl~---%~Un~Vn ~, %~Vl~U1~--.~Vn~Un #-> I n ~ i~ u i, v i ~ L 0} 

(4) {<~Ul~Vl~---~Un4~Vn~, ~ul#vl~ul~---~Un~Vn#~Un ~> I n >- i, ui, 

v i E L0}. 

It should be clear that these translations can be defined by a (k+l)-pass ,l-alter.pass 

(with a right-to-left pass),l-sweep and 2-visit AG, respectively.As an example we give 

a rough idea of why translation (2) is not a multi-pass translation. Consider any AG G 

defining translation (2). Consider a derivation tree t with the string ~Ul~ u2~ .. 

. .~ Un~ as yield, where all u i are different. Since all operators in STR are unary, 

the derivation tree-graph of t consists of one long oriented path ~, ending at the 

designated attribute of the root of t. Path H is approximately of the form 
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R 

~n- • -~2~ 1 , 
where ~i is the part of ~ which adds ~u?~ to the output string. Let X. l l 

be a node of t producing symbols in u. only (we may assume that such nodes exist by l 

the nonregularity of L0). It should now be intuitively clear that ['l has to visit 

Xi; otherwise we replace the subtree with root X i by one with a different yield 

(e {0,i}*), and thus remove u. from the input string, keeping it in the output l 

string. Thus ~ visits Xn,Xn_I,...~X2,X I in that order. Since Xi+ I lies to the right 

of X. in t, ~ "goes left" at least n-I times. Hence it takes at least n left-to- 
1 

right passes to evaluate the attributes of t. Since n is unbounded, this shows that 

G is not multi-pass, and hence there is no multi-pass AG defining translation (2). 

The other results can be proven in the same way, showing corresponding "bad" 

properties of the path [. 

Using results on tree transducers it can be shown (ef. [EF33) that statements 

(i) and (4) even hold for output sets instead of translations (the output set of an 

AG G is the range of TG). Thus, there is a (k+l)-pass output set which is not a k-visit 

output set, and there is a 2-visit output set which is not multi-sweep. For output 

sets, the nodes iS, IA, and iP of Fig. 3, collapse into one node JEFf3. We conjecture 

that, for output sets, statements (2) and (3) hold with "i" replaced by "2", and thus 

no other nodes in the power diagram collapse. 
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